MONITORED FNOL SOLUTIONS

CONFIRMED SAVINGS USING
CONNECTED CAMERAS:
18% REDUCTION IN CLAIMS COSTS
24% REDUCTION IN INCIDENTS

MONITORED
FNOL SOLUTIONS
YOU CAN RELY ON
MONITOR DRIVER BEHAVIOUR AND VEHICLE
EVENT FOOTAGE IN NEAR REAL-TIME

SWIFTER RESOLUTION OF CLAIMS

BENEFIT FROM A POWERFUL
TELEMATICS PLATFORM
SIGNIFICANT FALLS IN LIABILITY
DISPUTE RATES
INSTANT ACCESS TO HD 1080P VIDEO, PROVIDING
EVIDENCE OF WHAT REALLY HAPPENED
THE UK'S MOST
AWARD-WINNING
CAMERA TELEMATICS
COMPANY

Call 01246 225 745 for more information

VT24/7 is VisionTrack’s MONITORED FNOL
solution that sends footage direct to the
insurer, broker or dedicated claims team
in the event of an incident.
The service, offered by VisionTrack, the multi-award
winning video telematics provider, uses the VT2000
connected forward-facing camera at the heart of the
system, enabling fleets to manage the insurance
claims process more efficiently while maintaining a
high-level of duty of care to its drivers.
This monitoring service is designed to significantly
reduce claim reporting times. For many organisations,
reviewing and responding to multiple alerts can be both
time-consuming and costly. Having a dedicated service
that handles this process in a responsible and efficient
manner can help decrease the overall cost of the claim.

VT2000 triggers an alert as a result
of an incident on the road or if the
driver presses the panic button

How

It Works

Alert is managed through the
VisionTrack cloud-based platform

The camera starts by triggering an event through the
cloud-based platform. That event is then monitored by
our UK-based call centre operators, who will review
the linked footage and vehicle data. Each incident will
then be either dismissed as a false alert or, if the event
is genuine, the footage is emailed direct to the insurer
or an agreed list of recipients. Fleets managing their
own claims will also receive the footage and will be able
to contact the driver, notify the emergency services, if
required, and start the claims process.

Event footage and data are
monitored & reviewed by UK-based
call centre staff
Decision is made either to dismiss
the incident or send to insurer

Footage emailed to insurer or
dedicated claims team

The client will have access to VisionTrack’s FNOL
video platform, giving them a detailed overview of
each incident.
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Why

VisionTrack is a video technology enabler for some
of the WORLD’S LEADING telematics providers.

Choose Us?
VisionTrack is a MULTI-AWARD WINNING video
telematics provider that has won no fewer than
10 awards in the past 2 years.
Our management team has 80+ YEARS’
combined camera/telematics and insurance
industry EXPERIENCE.

All of our hardware is the most ADVANCED on the
market with lockable cases and data encryption
ensuring the highest levels of security.
All of our systems and products are FORS,
CLOCS, TFL, FCC, CE, E-mark certified and
INSURANCE APPROVED.
Full technical support, complete aftercare and
INCLUSIVE WARRANTY as standard.

For more information about VT24/7 or other VisionTrack services and products, please call
01246 225 745 or email info@visiontrack.com.
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